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i n s t a l l a t i o n

The CALL IN series is an invitation to go beyond the centrifugal per-
spective of assessing reality; to look at various issues (related to me-
dicine or nature) from a bird’s eye view, both symbolically and literally. 
This is made possible through the use of miniature figures penetrating 
various familiar objects in unusual ways. They CALL us IN, invite us, to 
reflect on our situation in the face of disease or medical treatment 
which affect us both privately and in professional life 
The CALL IN series of works constitutes an invitation to go beyond 
the centrifugal perspective of assessing the reality around us; to look 
at various issues (related to medicine or nature) from a bird’s eye 
view, both symbolically and literally. This is made possible by the use 
of miniature figures penetrating various familiar objects in an unusual 
way. They CALL us IN, invite us, to reflect on our situation in the face 
of disease or treatment, which may concern us both privately and in 
professional life (MediCALL IN cycle) or on the superior role of man 
over the natural world (NaturALL IN).
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